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Introduction. Decentralized control structure is the most common for control 

systems of distillation columns. It has the following advantages: easy digital 

realization, free structure that allows to change controller tunings in any time, easy 

diagnostic of non-working loop. 

 

Aim. The aim of this work is to analyze major approaches of decentralized 

control systems design, find their advantages and disadvantages in application to 

distillation process control problem.  

 

Materials and methods. The most applicable form of dynamic mathematical 

models for distillation columns’ control system design purposes is transfer function 

matrix (TFM). There are two main reasons for this: 1) distillation column is 

multivariable plant; 2) almost all control channels have pure dead time which is 

technologically justified. For all major multivariable decentralized control system 

design problems, a TFM matrix is required to be square (n x n). In other words, 

number of inputs and outputs is required to be equal. 

We can distinguish five major approaches to multivariable (MIMO) 

decentralized control systems design. 

1. Loops selection & autonomous loop tuning. MIMO plant can have n single 

input & single output (SISO) controllers. Possible number of loop connections is 

equal to n! A set of used loop connections is called a configuration. The design 

procedure has two steps: 1) a configuration selection; 2) SISO controllers tuning.  
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The main goal of configuration selection is to choose a set of loops that has 

minimal interconnections with each other. Configuration selections methods are 

reviewed in [1, 2]. Then, each loop controller is tuned separately without taking into 

account the influence of other controllers. To ensure that the whole MIMO control 

system will be stable it’s desirable to select such tuning methods that guarantee high 

robustness level, e.g. achieve target phase margin 60 ° [3]. This approach is not 

perfect for this reasons: 1) distillation column is significantly a coupled plant, so the 

influence of other controllers cannot be eliminated in any of possible configurations; 

2) configuration selection method guaranteed some robust margin of MIMO control 

system, but a resulted control system a priori is not optimal; 3) coupling effect is 

rising with increase of distillation column complexity (e.g. three and more products, 

material streams with strippers, divided wall columns); 4) distillation column can 

have seriously nonlinear behavior, so it’s multivariable control system will require 

additional robustness analysis and additional tuning.  

2. Sequential controller addition & tuning. This approach is commonly used in 

engineering practice in case of previous approach failure. It requires to sequentially 

close control loops in order from the fastest without serious couplings [4]. In result 

we can obtain workable in some range control system that requires to close loops in 

achieved order during startup procedure. Without it the system can become unstable. 

While the design procedure allows in general case to achieve working control 

systems, the problems of integrity [5], survivability [6] and robustness are fairy 

serious.  

3. Parametric optimization of all controllers tunings togethers with control 

system simulation on every optimization step. This approach requires heavy 

optimization procedure which tries some controller tunings, simulate control system 

with them and calculate some performance criterion. This approach has some limit of 

variables to tune (reasonable maximum is 8 variables to find, so it’s two PID 

controllers with filter or four PI controllers). Using typical for this case optimization 

methods, such as Nelder-Mead, achievement of the best performance criterion value 
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is not guaranteed. Additionally, usage of heuristic algorithms for such task is very 

slow and time consuming. 

4. SISO controllers detuning. The most known method of this approach is the 

Biggest Log Modulus (BLT) method. As in the first approach, the first step is to 

select proper configuration. But source tunings of loop PI-controllers in original BLT 

method must be obtained only by Ziegler-Nichols (ZN) method. The idea of BLT 

method is to find appropriate gain 1/F, F ∈ [2..5], on which Kp and Ti of all standard 

form PI-controllers are multiplied (such operation is called detuning). Selection of F 

is based on empirical rule of connection of maximum complementary sensitivity 

function frequency logarithm and plant model size [7]. It’s needed to mention that 

ZN tuning rules are not best for distillation column control systems, especially for 

plants with significant or dominant dead time [8]. The idea of detuning is developed 

in paper [9]. In the paper it’s proposed to use PI-controller of improved structure and 

its settings is detuned on the base of difference between model of controller's loop 

channel transfer function and estimated transfer function with input disturbance to all 

plant inputs. 

5. H∞ optimization for fixed-structure controllers. As in the third approach, it 

uses optimization, but the performance criterion is mostly frequency based. The most 

famous implementation of this approach is hinfsyn function in MATLAB. In this case 

a result depends on initial conditions and iterations count. So, in the optimization 

algorithm restart with random initial conditions is implemented. This approach has 

two main problems: 1) H∞ norm is not suitable for plants with dead time (not explicit 

solution can be found with Pade approximation); 2) resultant controller in general 

case has lesser order than plant order, so the quality degradation is inevitable, but 

optimization algorithm cannot always select “a middle way” of degradation between 

all control loops. 

 

Results and discussion. We can see that in all approaches it’s hard to select 

the best one for all cases of distillation process control problem. Approaches #1,2 can 

be used on real plant without simulations. Approach #3 allows to set wide range of 
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performance criterions, but is limited to number of optimized variables. The last two 

approaches are better for solving complex distillation control problems, but their 

performance would not be best in terms of error-integral performance indexes, like 

ISE. 

 

Conclusions. We’ve distinguished five major approaches to multivariable 

decentralized control systems design. Advantages and disadvantages of each of them 

in application to distillation control problem is shown. 
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